
Craft Materials

 • 1 ltr cardboard milk carton
 • Foil
 • Small paper plates x 4
 • Cardboard
 • Toilet paper rolls x2

Craft Steps

Tractor

 • Paint
 • Markers
 • Glue
 • Tape
 • Scissors

Follow the below steps to make your Tractor. Or you can work along with us on the Craft Video!

1. Paint your milk carton and set aside to dry. Once dry take a toilet roll and cut a slit all the way along it.

2. Open the toilet paper roll out and wrap it onto one of the sides of the milk carton so that it is still sitting up in an arch shape. 
This is the engines bonnet. Use tape to attach it on both sides.

3. Take the other toilet roll and wrap the entire roll foil and tape where necessary to secure it. This is the air stack.

4. Cut 5, 1cm slits, into one end of the toilet paper roll and fold them out to make tabs. 

5. Attach the tab end of the foil air stack on top of the bonnet section with tape.

6. Take 2 small paper plates and place them on top of each other. Cut the outer section of the paper plates off, leaving inner 
circle. These are your 2 front wheels.

7. Take 2 more small paper plates. Trim the plates down to the inner circle line but leave 1/3 of the outer section making the mud 
guards. These are the back wheels. Colour or decorate all the wheels.

8. Take all 4 wheels and glue them onto the sides of the milk carton. 2 smaller ones at the front and the 2 larger ones at the back.

9.  Take another piece of card and cut a strip about 15cm long and as wide as the milk carton.

10. Fold this in half and glue it to the top of the milk carton behind the air stack and bonnet. This is the driver’s seat.

Time to plough the fields!


